
No PC necessary.

No PC necessary.

M Series copyboard (The image above is the M-10S.)

The M Series from PLUS is the only copyboard 
with a built-in CFA-compliant memory card 
slot, and lets you save the information written 
in four colors onto a CF card in PNG format. 
Board operations are easy---just press 
MEMORY button on the board panel to store 
the data. It is no longer necessary to bring a 
PC into a meeting and to connect it to the 
board.

The U4-136 is compatible with a CompactFlash Type I card. Please see our website for details.
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Store information Store information 
as-is on CF card.as-is on CF card.

PLUS

M Series

Copyboards

The world's first copyboards with a 

memory card function. You can

save data on the CF card without

hooking up a PC. Also supports

four-color plain paper printer.

PLUS

U4-136

Digital Projector

Ultra-portable with a weight of only 1.5 kg, 

and incredibly bright at a best-in-class*

1500 ANSI lumens. Features a built-in CF

card slot for enhanced usability.
* In the Japanese market. Study by PLUS Vision Corp., April 2003
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The digitally saved data can be reproduced as-is 
from the U4-136 later in other meetings, 
multiplying the opportunities to share the 
information. Moreover, the audience can see the 
data on a large screen, in color, and in details 
including your scribbled notes---advantages that 
prepared minutes cannot offer.

Copyboards    and projectors from PLUS Copyboards    and projectors from PLUS 
link minute taking, reporting, and sharinglink minute taking, reporting, and sharing
through a CompactFlash card interfacethrough a CompactFlash card interface

PLUS's M Series copyboards featuring a built-in memory card slot 
have acquired a favorable reputation since their release. 
Benefits of the memory card function can be further expanded 
by the U4-136 digital projector with an internal CF card slot. 
Now you can download your hand-written meeting notes from 
the M Series to a CF card, and project them as-is from the U4-136.

Store minutes and sketches digitally!

Share with more people via projector!

9610 SW SUNSHINE CT.
SUITE 800
BEAVERTON, OR 97005
866-427-8855  � 503-748-8855  
www.plus-america.com

www.touchboards.com 
205 Westwood Ave.Long Branch, NJ 07740
1-866-942-6273 
Sales@touchboards.com 
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